Challenge
Compliance and regulatory requirements
in the banking sector
BeOne Stuttgart GmbH provides Bank-Verlag GmbH an innovative
solution approach with Q-Board One - a standard software for Service Quality Management
The
complex
and
constantly
changing
regulatory
requirements
mean
that
the
financial sector and its IT service providers are constantly faced with major challenges. For example, the
BAIT set of regulations formulated by the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) requires auditproof evidence of IT performance parameters for IT outsourcing, regardless of whether these figures are
provided by the company itself or obtained from third parties. Bank-Verlag GmbH,
the service company for private banks, has been working together with the specialists from
BeOne Stuttgart GmbH to meet such challenges.

■ Background
Bank-Verlag GmbH offers its clients a wide range
of high-quality services in the banking sector and
is for the most part contractually obliged to provide
evidence of the service quality provided in the form
of regular reports. "Service quality is usually
tracked and calculated in retrospect, often with
many manually supported intermediate steps," reports Stefan Breschinski, Head of IT Service Solutions at Bank-Verlag GmbH. “The employees responsible manually collate company-wide monitoring data, tickets and incidents from various data
sources and generate formatted status reports.”
Due to the wide range of services, manual reporting is complex, prone to errors and above all timeconsuming – as utmost accuracy is paramount. In
order to continue to meet the technological challenges and increasing regulatory requirements in
the banking sector, efficient process design and
the implementation of company-wide standards
are essential. This is not only required by BaFin
but is the standard we set for ourselves.”

80%. The implementation of the Q-Board One Service Quality Management software also improved
the quality of the data collected. We also took the
opportunity to improve our internal processes and
identified some potential for improvement. This
provides us with ongoing support with the upcoming audits," says Stefan Breschinski.

>> By

using Q-Board One,
we were able to reduce
the time required for monthly
reporting by 80%.<<

Stefan Breschinski
Head of IT Service Solutions

■ Added value

■ Implementation

Between the conflicting priorities of client, department, management and regulation, Q-Board One
represents a central interface for transparent information provision. Information and reports are automatically distributed across the entire company in
a targeted and target group-oriented manner. This
noticeably reduces the burden on resources, sets
standards and reduces costs. The reports are created, shared and distributed by Q-Board One. “By
using Q-Board One, we were able to reduce the
time required for monthly reporting by more than

During a comprehensive evaluation phase, a sophisticated IT service covering the entire process
from data delivery to report dispatch was presented as an example. During the implementation and
test phase, which lasted only seven months, almost 30 services for more than 100 clients were
modelled.
All target values were also defined and stored in
the Q-Board One service catalogue, on the basis
of which the rollout was planned and carried out.

Service after service, client after client were entered automatically and the reports were calculated retroactively.
This allows all other services to be covered as
soon as structured data is available for a target/
actual comparison. Initially, manual reporting was
continued and compared with the new, automated
reporting. Any differences were analysed, and corrective action taken. This improved the quality of
the reports over the long term.

Reporting Overview Q-Board One

The report workflow process available within QBoard One was configured to meet the requirements of Bank-Verlag GmbH. This has two quality
gates as standard before the final report is distributed to recipients such as the client, department,
and management. After the reports have been
sent, they are automatically transferred to an audit
-proof archive together with the logging.

>> The flexible support provided by
BeOne Stuttgart GmbH far exceeds
the average <<
Hermann Hamacher
responsible for Q-Board One at Bank-Verlag GmbH.

■ Outlook
Following the successful completion of the introductory phase, Bank-Verlag GmbH is now examining further possible applications for the reporting of
important quality indicators. The use of the
Q-Board One integrated dashboard is also under
review. The aim here is to present structured quality data using clear and user-friendly graphics. It is
possible, for example, to carry out ad hoc evaluations of availability and performance data or to display deviations from agreed KPIs in real time, such
as defined maintenance windows or their duration.
This makes it possible to proactively respond to
foreseeable service violations or malfunctions.

■ Q-Board One
Q-Board One is a product of BeOne Stuttgart
GmbH. BeOne Stuttgart GmbH is an independent
consulting, technology and method service provider in the German-speaking area. We incorporate
comprehensive project experience and technical
expertise as well as proven approaches from globally successful companies into a successful partnership.
BeOne Stuttgart GmbH thinks and acts for the
success of its clients. Our promise: A measurable
increase in the efficiency, quality and transparency
of processes and data.

Service-Levels Q-Board One

"The specialists at BeOne Stuttgart GmbH offered
us outstanding support in implementing the Service Quality Management solution," says Hermann
Hamacher, responsible for Q-Board One at BankVerlag GmbH.
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